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Introduction

I String matching refers to the task of pairing character strings
that represent the same real-world object.

I This is a fundamental problem in the context of several
applications related to data management, such as the
detection of duplicate database attributes/records.

I This work evaluated different neural models for string
matching, based on previous work of Santos et al. (2017), and
also based on the Transformer architecture.

I We relied on three datasets covering different domains -
location names, person names, and organization names.
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Classic String Matching approaches

I A standard approach involves computing a similarity metric
between the strings that are to be matched, e.g. edit distances
or heuristics such as the Jaro-Winkler similarity.

I However, these methods require tuning the similarity
threshold, based on which the matching decision is made.

I Previous studies have also demonstrated that these algorithms
are task-dependent and there is no overall best technique.

I Feature-based machine learning models can combine several
metrics as inputs and tackle these challenges.
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Deep Learning Methods for String Matching

I Deep learning models can now achieve state-of-the-art results
on many Natural Language Processing tasks.

I Some previous studies focused on neural models for comparing
character strings.

I A typical architecture for string matching creates an encoding
for both strings, and then matches both representations before
passing the final combination through a MLP.
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Deep Learning Methods for String Matching (1)

I Traylor et al. used bidirectional LSTMs to encode pairs of
strings, but instead considered the whole sequence of vectors
output by the bi-LSTMs.

I They multiply both matrix representations, creating an
alignment matrix, which is further processed by a
Convolutional Neural Network with max-pooling.

I A final linear layers outputs the matching score of both strings.
I The authors followed a retrieval-based evaluation, where given

a query entity, the goal was to rank a set of candidate aliases
based on how likely the candidate was an alias of the query.
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Deep Learning Methods for String Matching (2)

I Santos et al. proposed an instance of the previous general
architecture, where the string encoder consists of a stack of
two bi-directional GRUs, which output the final hidden state of
the second bi-GRU as a vector summary of the input string.
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The Proposed Neural Architectures (1)

I We propose several extensions to the model by Santos et al.
I In a first extension, we apply average-pooling and max-pooling

to the outputs of the second Bi-GRU.
I The vector representation for the input sentence is the

concatenation of the results from both pooling operations.
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The Proposed Neural Architectures (2)

I Xu et al. proposed a penalized hyperbolic tangent activation
function which was shown to often outperform other common
activation functions in LSTMs and GRUs.

I We replace the activation functions from the Bi-GRU cells
with this penalized hyperbolic tangent function.

PenTanh(x) =

{
tanh(x), if x > 0
0.25 · tanh(x), otherwise.

(1)
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The Proposed Neural Architectures (3)

I Another addition is an inter-attention layer, allowing the model
to learn to attend and align different pairs of characters
between the two input strings.

I An analysis of the weights associated to this layer can offer
some result interpretability.
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The Proposed Neural Architectures (4)

I We also tried to move away from the approach from Santos et
al., applying a Transformer model as the string encoder.

I The key innovation of Transformer models is the parallel
application of several scaled dot product attention heads.

I We apply 8 attention heads with an output dimensionality of
512, repeating this layer 6 times.
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Experimental Methodology

I We tested our models on three datasets, each covering a
different domain.

• Location names from Geonames.
• Person names from JRC-Names.
• Organization names from JRC-Organizations.

I We assessed the ability of our models to generalize between
domains, i.e., we test if a model trained on a specific domain
can achieve competitive results on other domain.

I We also studied the effect of the size of the training dataset
on the considered evaluation metrics.

I Finally, we inspected the attention weights computed by the
inter-attention layer, for interpretability purposes.
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The Three Datasets
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Experimental Results (Geonames)
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Experimental Results (Persons)
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Experimental Results (Organizations)
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Experimental Results (Cross-Domain Experiments)
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Experimental Results (Train Dataset Size Experiments)
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Experimental Results (Attention Weights)
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Conclusions and Future Work (1)

I Neural approaches outperform classical string matching
metrics by a large margin, and they also clearly outperform
feature-based machine learning classifiers.

I Our additions to the model by Santos et al. further increased
the obtained results in some experiments, although only
slightly.

I Models trained on a specific domain fail to generalize well
when tested on a different domain, although some
transferability was observed.

I For very small training datasets, feature-based machine
learning models are able to achieve comparable results to
neural models, although more than 5000 training instances
seems to be enough for better performance.
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Conclusions and Future Work (2)

I Test models with other types of recurrent nodes in the encoder

• LSTMs
• Mogrifier LSTMs
• Multiplicative LSTMs

I Larger Transformer models, assembled in different ways.
I Pre-train the Transformer models on a character based

language modeling task, following recent work on NLP (e.g.,
BERT).
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